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ABSTRACT: In this paper we explore how PV powered products have been designed in the past. For this purpose we
have drawn a historical time line of the design features of PV powered products in the context of main stream design
and styling. Our time frame is 1970 till 2016, focusing in first instance on consumer products and PV powered lamps.
We will discuss how we learn from these experiences for the design and styling of future PV powered products.
Because design and styling is considered one of the key features to a well-designed product, this study is relevant for
the acceptability of PV products in nowadays consumer markets. Despite many studies on the technical functioning
and energy performance of PV powered products, little attention has been paid to a constructive analysis of design
and styling. Therefore with this study we make a start with identifying which design and styling factors can
contribute to a higher appreciation for PV powered products.
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time to change this situation and explore in detail how the
design and styling of PV powered products can be
improved in the near-by future. To evaluate this to our
best understanding, our research questions are: how have
PV powered products been designed in the past and how
are these PV-based designs related to mainstream design
and styling of regular products (without PV) in the past
and present? Finally we would like to know what can be
learned from these experiences for the design and styling
of future PV powered products.
Hence this study will provide relevant findings and
yield significant guidelines for a higher appreciation of
PV powered products.

INTRODUCTION

The success of a product in nowadays consumer
markets is strongly dominated by its design and styling,
which apart from technical features, usability and
production costs is considered to be one of the key
factors to a well-designed product. Knowing this, it’s
surprising to notice that only a small share of PV
powered products [1] [2] has met aesthetic requirements,
as can be seen in Figure 1.

2 APPROACH REGARDING INNOVATION AND
DESIGN
In the following, we will explore our research
questions by means of an historical time line from 1970
till 2015 of the design features of PV powered products
in the context of main stream design and styling of
regular products (without PV). From there, we will derive
design and styling factors which can positively affect the
appreciation of PV powered products and some strategies
for a more meaningful design of contemporary PV
integrated products.

Figure 1: Chargers available on the market in 2015: left,
a model without attention to design and styling, and right,
a charger with great aesthetic appeal for those who like
organic design by Vivien Muller
This lack of attention for aesthetic requirements has
dramatic effects on the interest of consumers to purchase
PV powered products. For instance recently executed
research [3] with 100 users shows that just 32% of the
respondents felt that the looks of a PV product are
acceptable; 26% and 32% thought that the looks were
resp. a bit and not acceptable at all. As such about 80% of
the respondents wouldn’t buy a PV powered product,
moreover because they find the products’ performance
disappointing and their use complicated. Also initial
research with 15 student groups, designing future PV
concepts, showed that it yields better results when design
and styling is specifically addressed in the development
process [4].
Despite many studies on the technical functioning
and energy performance of PV powered products, little
attention has been paid to a constructive analysis of
design and styling. As such we fill in a gap in existing
knowledge regarding PV products. It may therefore be

Figure 2: Yang Metamorfosi lighting system by Carlotta
de Bevilacqua (2003).
Roberto Verganti [5] has shown that product
innovation can be derived not only from technological
developments, however also from design. In what he
calls Design Driven Innovation, he shows that innovation
is derived by radically changing the meaning that
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the design of the solar powered calculator is lagging
about 10 years behind. It may therefore be concluded that
till 2010, PV products were largely in the
functionality/performance phase of evolutionary product
design [7], while other products with similar functions
had already reached a phase which contained more
meaning. This changed after 2010; then we see new
designs of solar chargers that resemble trees or flowers,
indicating a meaning which represents sustainability.
In the design world it is already since the 70-ies
common to experiment with meaning and emotion in the
design of products [8], as is shown in the lower part of
Figure 3. Sustainability is on the one hand incorporated
by the choice of materials – like the cork of the TV of
Starck, the solar cells in the Solar Chandelier and the
recycled fridges of the Endless Chair. In other occasions
the sustainability is represented by the organic shaping of
elements of a product – like the Bone Chair by Laarman
or the 3d printed lamp by Grossman. These approaches
can be translated to PV products to make them more
attractive. Moreover, integrated approaches like in the
design by Howard are reflected in solar powered lamps
that are also chargers at the same time. This decreases the
former gadget image of PV powered products and makes
them aesthetically pleasing as well.

products incorporate for their users, either symbolic or
emotionally. A canonical example is the living room
lamp with adjustable lighting colors that was designed in
2003 by Carlotta de Bevilacqua (Figure 2). This changed
the meaning of the product from “just a lamp” into a
“system to influence the atmosphere of the room”.
In the same manner, you can imagine the
transformation from a simple “battery charger” into a
product to “affirm your sustainable, natural lifestyle”.
Respectively represented by the two objects in Figure 1.
To our experience, innovative products are best
accepted when they are innovative in both technology
and design. In innovation, however the technology is
mostly addressed first, because in first instance a product
should be able to technically function. Therefore, from a
technology perspective and according to evolutionary
design theories we may for instance expect a transition of
the application of photovoltaic cells on hard casings
towards full integration in products made of flexible
materials and soft fabric, such as the lamp shown in
Figure 1 (left) and clothing and a tent in Figure 3.
However, the latter are mostly just a normal sweater and
a normal tent with PV technology applied on top of them.
With our study we would like to facilitate the making of
the transformation from “products with photovoltaic cells
applied” into integrated and desirable “objects for a
sustainable contemporary lifestyle”.
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We will illustrate the switch from products with PV
technology attached to an integral PV product design
with some conceptual designs by our students in the
studies of Industrial Design Engineering. The projects
were executed by couples of two students who followed
the course Sources of Innovation at the Master level. The
students applied our integral design approach, called
Innovative Design & Styling [4] in their projects. This
approach is especially targeted at the integration of
functional and aesthetic design in the development of
technology based innovations.
The first example is the “Tulip” charging station for
electric vehicles shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Photovoltaic solar cells integrated in soft
materials such as, left, a jumper by Pauline van Dongen
(2015), and right, a refugee tent by University of Twente
(2016).
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APPLICATION

RESULTS

Our comparison of the history of PV powered
products and main stream design is represented by the
timeline in Figure 5. From this overview, we can observe
that for about two decades, PV powered calculators were
the most dominant PV powered product on the market.
They were received with great enthusiasm in the 70ies. This enthusiasm was mainly based on technical
features which were enabled by PV solar cells and the
effect that it made the owner feel modern. In fact this was
Rogers’ [6] diffusion theory in practice; only innovators
and early-adopters purchased a PV powered calculator
mainly also because of environmental concerns. For
instance, the journal New Scientist of 20th July 1978
reported "The concerned environmentalist can now
calculate the downfall of society without eating into the
world's resources in the process. A new calculator that is
coming on to the market ….{..}…doesn't need an on/off
switch because the power comes from a small panel of
solar cells". However if looking at existing pocket
calculators without solar cells at that time, it seems that

Figure 4: Meaningful integration of PV technology in
product designs (1) “Tulip” charging system for electric
vehicles by University of Twente (2014).
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The charging station also incorporates shading for both
the vehicle and the users, and a little bench. To make a
pleasant experience during the charging time.
The second example is the “Solar Parasol” pictured in

In the concept, the (concentrated) PV technology is an
important part of the appearance of the product. It also
provides largely for the association with nature and
sustainability that constructs the meaning of the device.

Figure 5: Historical time line of the design features of
PV powered products compared to main stream designs.
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5.

Figure 6. Here the concentrated PV technology is
presented as a flower that will harvest solar energy during
the day, and will radiate light during the night. The
transformation between harvesting and radiating is made
visible by rotating the parabolic shapes upside down.
During the day the parabolic shapes will track the sun
like sun-flowers, communicating the harvesting process
to the users. During the night the shapes represent
parasols, that are a familiar sight at terraces and other
urban public spaces. In this way, the technology is again
fully integrated in the product design, and not only in a
functional manner, but also on the level of the symbolic
meaning of the device.

This list of factors is not extensive and of course we
will need to study these in more depth and for a longer
period. However, eventually we could develop guidelines
for the design of successful and well-appreciated PVpowered products. In our paper we have shown that these
factors above mentioned can be successfully applied in
design projects, as has been done in the project about
CPV in the built environment at University of Twente.
5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Because design and styling is considered one of the
key features to a well-designed product, this study is
relevant for the acceptability of PV products in nowadays
consumer markets. Despite many studies on the technical
functioning and energy performance of PV powered
products, little attention has been paid to a constructive
analysis of design and styling. Therefore with this study
we make a start with identifying which design factors can
contribute to a higher appreciation for PV powered
products. These factors are:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Figure 6: Meaningful integration of PV technology in
product designs (2) “Solar Parasol” by University of
Twente (2014).
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Besides a well-functioning technical design
please consider the societal impact of the
autonomous use of a PV powered product and
match the design of these products with this.

During the design process, please try to
perceive “products with photovoltaic cells
applied” as integrated and desirable “objects
for a sustainable contemporary lifestyle”.
Use the features of PV cells (color, structure
and geometries) as materials to design with
instead of perceiving PV cells as materials with
difficult design features (rigid, dark color,
fragile) that have to be applied on top of an
existing product.
Exploit the environmentally sound image of PV
cells in each product designed with PV
technologies by emphasizing sustainable design
and the use of sustainable materials.
Connect to contemporary design styles as
applied in regular products (without PV) to
make PV powered products a desirable
purchase with a high cool- or cute-factor.
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